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FOREWORD

The Fort Rucker Field Unit of the Army Research Institute grovides
timely support to the US Army Aviation Center (USAAVNC) through research
and development efforts to, enhance aircrew performance in the tactical
environment. One portion of these efforts has been d.rected toward
improving aircrew skill6 in navigation at tactical terrain flight alti-
tudes. Since 1973 the Army Research Institute has conducted studies
concerned with the capabilities of average aviators and instructor
pilots to fly at tactical terrain flight altitudes. The research
efforts reported here are in response to Human Resource Need (HRN) 76-
85, Aircrew Performance, which identified the need to determine training
essential to improve night nap-of-the-earth (NOE) aircrew performance.

The entire program of aviation training research and development is
responsive to the requirements of RDTE Project 2Q263743A772, Aircrew
Perfomance Enhancement in the Tactical Environment. It is also respon-
sive to the needs of the Directcr of Training Developments, USAAVNC,-
Fort Rucker, Alabama.

SEPH NER
hnical-Director

v
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TACTICAL NIGHT TERRAIN FLIGHT NAVIGATION

BRIEF

Requirement:

STo investigate the tactical night terrain flight navigation capa-
bilities of pilots and to determine the kind of training and program
content essential to enhance tactical night terrain flight aircrew
performance.

Procedure:
*

Two experiments were conducted. In the first, students were flown
in a passive navigation task in which each was required only to maintain
orientation on a selected course. Data were compiled on terrain features,
appropriate training altitudes, and effects of daylight exposure to
routes. The second experiment tested the effects of light level, order
of experiencing light level, and map type on active navigation performance.

S~Findings:

Tactical night terrain'flight navigation was trainable; subjectscould aavigate with unaided vision in conditions as dark as 2 x 10-4 foot

candles; dark adaptation was essential to good performance; map type was
an important factor; and restrictions to visibility affected performance
significantly.

Utilization of Findings:

These findings will be hncorporated into a recommended program of
instruction for tactical night terrain flight navigation training.

vi
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Introduction

Army aviation experiences in Vietnam and the role of Army aviation
in other potential conflicts has resulted in dramatic changes in'the
expected employment of Army aviation. Current Army doctrine (FM 1-1,
Terrain Flying) has characterized the future battlefield as a high
threat environment in which an enemy combat posture with sophisticated
weapons and techniques will create a highly lethal situation with the
intention of establishing control over territory and airspace contiguous
to that territory.. Army aviation elements are expected to operate as
members of a combined arms team in a both nuclear and non-nuclear
environments. These elements i'ill be required to conduct both day and
night missions in all weather couditions. Army a'ation elements can
expect enemy electronic warfare :,nd must operate under conditions of
radio silence. In addition, Army aviators might expect enemy tactical
fixed wing aircraft and helicopters. To counter this threat, and to
survive in the high threat environment, the Army aviation has elected to
develop a tactic of terrain flying. Terrain flying involves flight
close .t the earth's surface, and includes the tactical application of
low-level, cotntour, and nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight techniques as
appropriate to the enemy's capability to acquire, track, and engage the
aircraft. Figure 1 illustrates the three techniques of terrain flying.

The actual employment of one of these three techniques, listed
above, depends upon the mission to be accomplished. However, in any
case, there ate fundamental elements whizh are necessary to successfully
conduct terrain flight. These include improved crew integration tech-
niques, improved aircraft handling skills, and improved navigation
skills. This research report amplifies the third of these elements,
namely navigation.

Since by definition terrain flying is flight as close to the earth's
surface as the conditions require, or will allow, new or unique require-
ments are placed on the aircrew at terrain flight altitudes. The range
of sight, the field of view, and the perc;sctive change dramatically for
the pilot and navigator at these low altitudes. Army aviation exper-
iences with terrain flight altitudes, particularly during the latter
phases of the Vietnam conflict, pointed out the difficulties of naviga-
tion at these altitudes. In 1973, the Army's conference on Aircrew Per-
formance in Army Aviation (1974) identified navigation as one area
requiring major improvemints. It was recognized then that major improe-
ments were clearly needed in the ability of Army aircrews to navigate
and maintain accurate geographic orientation. As stated in the confer-
ence executive summary: "The skills required for navigation and orien-
tation at high altitude In a benign environment are virtually irrelevant
in modern Army aviation. Army aviators must acquire a new set of skills
involving accurate terrain analysis, precise pilotage in a highly re-
stricted visual field, and valid map interpretation." As a direct

1 F
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Figure 1. Artist's depictica of terrain flight.

result of the requirements stated in the proposed program of aircrew
performance research resultin, from this conference, the Army Research
Institute developed a map interpretation and terrain analysis course
(MITAC) which is a multi-media course of instruction for day navigation
(Holman, 1978a). It is currently being taught in the initial entry
rotary wing program at the Aviation Center, and is available for dis-
tribution through the Army Training Extensiou Course seriep.,

As a result of experiences with MITAC, the map intetpretation and
terrain analysis skills for day orientation and navigation are reason-
ably well understood. However, the question was raised as to how these

lThese courses are available in Zhe Training Extension series, TEC
Lesson Numbers 902-011-4710 through 4790 and 902-011-4000 through
4831.
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skills are related to those required for night unaided vision naviga-
tion. Indeed, a similar question vight be asked, are there additional
skills required that have not beea identified for day navigation? To be
sure, advances in electronics and navigation aids will be available for
night flying activities. These will include the Army night vision
goggles, low light level TV (LLTV), and forward looking infrared (FLIR).
However, the contingencies when one or more of these elements fails,
coupled with the fact that such additional electronic equipment may not
be available, ,mderscore the requirement for adequate training for
navigation at night with uuaided vision.

Purpose

The purpose of this series of experiments on helicopter low-level
navigation at night was to gather information critical to the perfor-
mance and trainihg of tactical night terrain (TNT) flight navigation.
The ultimate goal is the development of a program of instruction de-
signed to teach Army aviators to navigate in terrain flight regimes at
night with un.ided vision. In addition, it was the intent of this
series of experiments to establish validated performance measurement for
day and night navigation at terrain flight altitudes.

To accomplish the purposes outlined above, two experiments were
conducted in-house, augmented by analyses of data under separate con-
tract. The two experiments are reported in this research report and the
augmented data analyses are to be reported under separate contractor
technical report.

Experiment I

This experiment was designed to develop baseline data of naviga-
tiunal skills, with particular emphasis on ability to identify check-
points under various conditions. The experimental questions to be
answered in this study were:

(1) What types of checkpoints should be used for night navigation
at terrain flight altitudes?

(2) What altitude, or altitudes, should be u,.ed in the training
environment?

(3) What is the effect of prior daylight exposure to a route on
the pilot-navigator's ability to navigate the route after dark?

(4) What additional factors should be anticipated in establishing
a program of instruction for night terrain flight navigation?

3
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Method

Personnel. Seventeen Army aviators were used as experimental sub-
jects in this test. Fourteen of these aviators were provided by units
of the US Army Forces Command (FORSCOM) and three had just completed
Rotary Wing pilot training at Fort Rucker. Experience as a helicopter
pilot among these subjects ranged from 200 to 3000 hours. Of these 17
subjects, 12 completed all 9 test flights and 5 others completed only 1
to 6 test flights because of weather or operational problems.

Two standardization instructor pilots (SIPs) were attached tc ARI
from the Army Aviation Center and served as chief pilots for the tests.
Two other experienced UH-l pilots were assigned on temporary duty from
FORSCOM to assist the SIPs.

Equiunnent. Two UH-lH aircraft were used on each test flight. The
helicopter used for the low-level flights were equipped initially with
a commercial radar altimeter with a single indicator, which was later
changed to a military AN/APN-209 radar altimeter with dual indicators.
The second helicopter was used for command and control, to maintain a
safety check, record data, and help maintain the chief pilots on course
when necessary.

From the available maps, an Experimental Air Movement Data Red-
Light Night-Use (Prototype 3A) was used. This map is a black and
white, negative image, standard Alabama 1:50,000 Series V744-AMD. h;

3747 K, Petrey Map Sheet.

Procedure. Potential routes of flight were first identified via
map study. These corridors of flight were then flight-checked for con-
formity to safety requirements. From the potential routes, four corri-
dors 12-15 kilometers long and 1 kilometer wide were selected. However,
six routes were desired. Due to space limitations in the area of
operations, it was decided that two additional routes cculd be developed
by flying two of the four routes in reverse. Each route consisted of
an Initial Point, a series of air control points (ACPs), a series of
checkpoints (CPs), and a release point. ACPs differed from CPs in that
a major change of heading was associated with each ACP. CPs were used
to ,rerify location.

Three altitudes were selected in consultation with the chief pilot
and were based on his expert judgment. The pilot judged that an altitude
of 100 feet above ground level (AGL) was as low as could be safely
flown, due to height of trees (75-90 feet tall in some areas) along the
routes. He also judged that above 350 feet AGL the flight pattern
would be above that which we would consider terrain flight altitude.
Therefore, wc selected 100 feet, 200 feet, and 350 feet AGL.

4 A
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[ A repeated measures design was used to assign subjects to routes
and was balanced for altitudes.

Each aviator was requested to report the morning of the first test
flight. After a briefing, the aviator was issued a set of raine maps and
a list of checkpoint names and maýp coordiantes for the six Lest routes.
The chief pilot reviewed them and discussed any questions about testing
or operational procedures. No attempt was made to control the subject's
activities for the time prior to his arrival at the fl~ght operations
office that evening. Upon reporting to the flight operations office,
standard weather and operations reviews were conducted. This procedure
was followed on each of the days of testing.

Since one of the primary factors of this experiment was-.the devel-
opment of baseline data of pilot capabilities to identify checkpoints,
it was decided that the subjects would be used in a "passive" navigation
role. That is, to hold workload to a minimum the navigator was required
merely to maintain orientation along the routte and to report checkpoints
and location on that route as requsted. The chief pilot was responsible
f or maintaining the aircraft along the centerline of the route. Thus,
the navigator had no responsibility to direct the pilot as they proceed-
ed along the route; rather, his only responsibility was to maintain his
own orientation and identify checkpoints on the route.

Upon arrival in the area of operations the'chief pilot proceeded
immediately to Zhe assigned route at the assigned altitude for the day
exposure flight. After flying the day route the aircraft was flown to a
refueling area where it was refueled and all personnel waited for full.
darkness. After full darkness-, the aircraft then returned to the area
of operations and the route previously flown in the daylight was re-
flown. Following the seconO flight of that route, the second route of
the assigned pair was flown Lt the same altituie. This sequence of
three flights completed one test period. This routine was repeated on
subsequent test days and permitted a test of the effect of prior day
exposure to the route on the pilot's ability to locate checkpoints on
that route. Although there was a confounding effect of exposure due to
the fact that the last pair of routes were reversals of the first pair,

a minimum of 48 hours elapsed between navigation on routes 1 and 2 andI routes 5 and 6.
During the flights the subject was isolated from all communication

except that with the chief pilot on a single channel. At the start of
each route the test pilot announced the location of the initial point
and pointed it out to the subje--t aviator. He then called the start of
the test period. A technical observer recorded the clock time for the
start of the test run and noted any special comments regarding visibil-
ity made by the chief pilot. At each scheduled air control point,
checkpoint or release point in the assigned list on the route, the

aviator was required to call the name of the pilot and identif~y it

5



precisely or identify it indirectly by naming aupporting reference
points. If neither of theee was possible, he was simply to state that he
could not see the point. Three scores were possible for such responses:
a correct identification with defin~te supporting information was scored
as 1,, a correct identification with some doubt or inadequate supporting
information' was scored as 1/2, and any identification made prior to or
after 250 dters of the designated point was scored 0, as was a failure
to call t'L. point. After each identification the subject was told
whether his response was correct or incorrect. In iustances of dis-
orientation, the subject was given a restart f-om the last correctly
identified point. However, his original score was used for that check-
point.

At designated locaitions on each route the chief pilot requested
that the cubject mark the map across the direction of flight as near as
possible to the present location of the aircraft over the route. The
time and location for each of these requested mark points along with
other appropriate information were recorded by the technical observer.

Along with a standard data colleý..tion f:orm, on some flights a
cassette ý.ape recorder was used to obtain a recording of cockpit com-
munications in the test. aircraft. These recordings were a value to the
test personnel in the debrief ings and in evaluating test procedures..

Upon completion of the last flight both aircraft returned to the
main operations base field. The test pilot or of ficial navigator then
conducted a debriefing based on data collected from the maps marked by
the subject and from other recorded data.

Probability of identification was the dependent variable in this
k., study. Probabilities wvnre computed as the sum of the correct identifi-

cations divided by the possible identifications. Means and variances
were obtained and a 90% confidence limit about each mean was computed
using the t distribution.

Results and Discussion

The purpose of this test was to determine the effects of altitude
and previous exposure of a route on the Army aviator's ability to detect
and identify checkpoints; to determine the most useful types of check-
points for night operations; and to determine any factors which affect

night navigation at te..-rain flight altitudes.

Figure 2 portrays graphically the mean probability of correct I
checkpoint identification for each of the six routes. Each route is
numbered and the D or N indicates whether the route was flown during the
day or at night. $

6
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Figure 2. Probability of correct checkpoint identification
with 90% confidence limit for each route.

IJ
When these six routes were established i was difficult to equate

them so as to bave six orthogonal routes with similar features. This
was due in large measure to the area of operations assigned for this
task. Therefore, the chief pilots attempted to equate each of the six
routes by selecting equal numbers of air contrzol points and checkpoints

of the same or similar features such that there would be an equal number
of streams, draws, hilltops, ridges and fields on each of the routes.
Consequently, even though Figure 2 illustrates the differences in diffi-

culty of each of the routes and gives some indication of the probability
of detecting checkpoints.on each of the route for day and night, con-
clusions based on the figure should be conservative. That is to say, it
is not clear from these data how much of the observed differences is due
to route difficulty and how much is due to improvement in aviator per-
formances. For example, comparing Day Route 1 and Night Route 1, one
expects to see some lowering in probability of correct checkpoint Identi-

fLcation. Likewise, comparing the Night Route 1 with Night Route 2, one

elto



would expect an hypothesis to be sustained that it would be easier to

identify checkpoints over a route one had previously seen in the day-
light hours than the route not hauing been seen before, so that the re-
3ults of the first flight over Day Route 1, Night Route 1, and Night
Route 2 are as expected. However, when comparing routes 3, 4, 5, and 6,
one sees that there is, for practical purposes, no difference in the
performance of the navigators in terms of their abilities to correctly
identify "-Le checkpoints. This could mean that there was a significant
learniýL, experience on the first night's exercise such that the aviators
were able to capftrlize on experience in their remaining flights. It
could also mean that routes I and 2 were more difficult or that at least
route 2 was the most dJfficult route. However, it is felt that two
factors can explain the iesults of the comparisons of routes. First,
for the most part the aviators seemed to assume that this task wasa&sier than they found it to be in practice. Therefore, their prep-

aration for the first day's flying and particularly their preparation on
Night Route 2 was less than desirable. After experiencing the first
day's exercises, the observers and the chief pilot did detect more
adequate preparation by the subjects on subsequent days. Second, these
data are interpreted to mean that there is a significant learning factor
on how to locate and distinguish checkpoints.

An overall impression left from examining Figure 2 is that, on the
average, the subjects all seened to perform at roughly the 75% level of
probability of correct checkpoint identification. It appears that there
is not much benefit to prior daylight exposure to the routes. On the
surface this seems to be difficult to accept, or at least it is not what
one would predict in such a situation. A second point of note on this
figure is that the variability on the day navigation portion seemed to
decrease as experience was gained and the variability seemed to decrease
on the same route flown after dark. But the variability for each of the
night-only routes seems to be maintained at a constant level. The mean-
ing of this is somewhat obscure, but one could conjecture that even
though the mean performance cJ any aviator is apt to remain constant
around the 75% level, the variability can be expected to be reduced as a
function of practice. The experimental question which needs to be
answered for developing a program of instruction is, how can the abso-
lute level of probability of correct checkpoint identification be in- )
creased? This particular experiment has heuristic value in generating

hypotheses based on the baseline performance which has been observed
here.

Figure 3 illustrates the relative difficulties of the various kinds
of checkpoints used in this study at the various'altitudes.

Perusal of Figure 3 indicates that it is more difficult to identify
streams and draws than bridgefx and fields. Ih is slightly easier to

identify hilltops than streams and draws, but bridges obviously stand
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Figure 3. Probability of correct checkpoint identification
with 90% confidence limit for altitude and type
of checkpoint.

out better than the other checkpoints and are more readily identified.
Also, it is striking to note that there is very little variability in
correctly identifying bridges, whereas the variability is significantly
high for stream and draws, hilltops and fields; and in the latter case
particularly at the higher altitude.

In comparing the kinds of checkpoints used for the purpose of
determining an optimum altitude for a program of instruction, it appears
th-tt there is no advantage to be gained from flying higher than 200 feet
AGL. Nor 'I.- there -much of an advantage to descending lower than that
point. This altitude is an important factor in a training environment

9
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because of the elevation of the foliage in the training area of opera-
tio? That is, it appears that one could have an adequate clearance
from obstacles and still train the initial entry students in checkpoint
identification of different kinds of features at an altitude which would
be low enough for the purpose of experiencing terrain flight.

F Some care should be taken in the finding that bridges are the
better checkpoints. The bridges selected for use in this study were on
major roadways in most cases. Thun, they were large, open bridges that
were easily seen at night. Without a prior knowledge of the area, a
similarly reliable selection of bridges might not be possible. For

example, bridges on dirt roads were not as easily seen.

On balance, these data show that natural terrain features must be)
given more emphasis in the training program. The best use of these
features appears to be in verification of other checkpoints.

In attempting to gather information which would be useful inI
establishing a program of instruction of night navigation, weather is a
significant factor. Several environmental or meteorological conditions
were experienced which were not anticipated- and which must be considered
in planning an operation of this kind. For example, ground fog typi-
cally occurred following spring and su mr rainy periods. The fog
formed in banks and patches at tree top level, in low lying areas, and
in fields. This made for difficulty in distinguishing clearings and
fields from the fog patches.

Haze formed during warmer weather in summer and fall. It seemed to
be more intense when a temperature inversion was noted near ground
level. This problem was often noted in the evening during a period of
high barometric pressure -when the temperature inversion was observed by

the pilots at about 800 to 1500 feet above mean sea level (MSL). On twoI. occasions the temperature inversion was found at about -250 to 300 feet
AGL after dark. On these occa3ions the heavy hazc -was trapped in the
narrow band below 300 feet AGL and it was impossible to fly below this
altitude. Even at a higher altitude the only identifiable checkpoints
under these conditions were prominent land marks and major fields.
The chief pilots were the only pilots capable of identifying most of
these prominent checkpoints under conditions of heavy haze. Both types
of haze situations occurred when there was little moonlight. Experience
with fog suggests that haze will degrade visual capabilities under
moonlight conditions because of light diffusion effects.

Sometimes unexpected difficulties arise from totally unanticipated
sources. -In the early summer hours, the chief pilots also noted that
firef lies caused an orientation problem for them. The fireflies seemed
to mass near the tree tops and on nights without moonlight the flicker-
inj of these fireflies was confused with atarlight. This effect result-
ed in the loss of a visual horizon for both the subjects and the chief
pilots.
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I Airspeed was not included in the design of this experiment as a
controlled variable, yet airspeed was found to have an impurtant effect
on performance. As the experiment proceeded, the chief pilots observed
that several subjects were relying heavily on cockpit instruments. This
observatioa suggested that these aviators were using a time-distance-
heading rule and were not relying on visual search of the night envir-

ionment to locate checkpoints. Large changes in airspeed produced sudden
increases in the number of identification errors and frequently resulted
in complete disorientation. On the other hand, those subjects who used
mraltiple checkpoints and triangulation methods did not seem to be affect-
ed by these airspeed changes. It was also noticed that subjects who
reported for the test with a large number of recently accumulated hours
in higher speed aircraft such as the AH-l Cobra had greater difficulty
making the initial adjustment to slower speeds.

The Y.ack of a standard phraseology for the cockpit also appeared tc

hamper t:,e communication between the subject aviator and the chief
pilot. Frequently, aviators would wait until the exact location of an
assigned point and then call out that point. Often no information as to
the location or direction of that point would be given and the chief
pilot would then find it necessary to query the subject to determine the
correctness of his identification. This resulted in the aviator's
losing his orientation on che map or in missing his subsequent check-
point. Sl'bJectS who scored better on these tests were those who could
anticipate the checkpoints prior to their occurrence and could lead the
checkpoint with information about its location.

In comparing results of the experiment, it was found that those
subjects who had little or no practical experience planning or navi-
gating in their operational unit activities, but relied on otherL. in a
fligLt, scored lower on these tzsts. Obversely, those who had actively
participated in planning and navigating exercises scored higher.

Experiment I1

The fist cxperiment indicated t1ha natumal terrain features,
rather than w&n-made features, should be used for L.leckpoints and orien-
tation; tout there was no advantage in flying at altitudes higher than 4
200 feet AGL, and that weather information and thorough pre-flight map
p.-eparaica were important.

Sinct the first experitant was conducted as a "passive" navigation
task, i.e., the navigator tierely kept track of his location, the second
experiment invesLigated several factors that could influence the train-
iag and performance of an active navigation task during tactical night
terrain (TNT) flight. By active navigation we mean that the navigator
was required to maintain orientation and issue directions to the pilot
for the flight.
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Method

Personnel. The subjectR were 21 aviators, newly graduated from t'4e
Initial Entry Rotary Wing program at Fort Rucker. Each had approximately
225 hours flight-time and was qualified to fly nap-of-the-earth. As
part of the NOE qualification, each had taken the Map Interpretation and
Terrain Analysis Course (MITAC) developed by ARI to teach aviators the
special skill required for NOE navigation during the day (Holman, 1978a).
It was expected that this training would generalize to the night en-
vironment and that none of the subjects would have much difficulty with
basic low-level navigation under optimal conditions.

Equipment. The TNT flights were conducted in a UH-lH helicopter
equipped with an AN/APN-209 radar altimeter and night flight package. A
second UH-IH helicopter was used as a command and control aircraft to
mait in a safety watch, to record data and to give the TNT project
pilots navigational aid when needed.

Hemispherical light levels were measured before each TNT flight
with'a Photo Research Corporation Spectra Pritchard Photometer.

Three 1:50,000 scale experimental maps of the Petrey, Alabama area
(Series V774, Sheet 37471) were used. Experimental Air Movement Data
(AMD) Red-Light Night-Use Prototype No. 3A was the first and is a black
background with white markings topographic line map. The second was the
AND Experimental Prototype No. IB, a white background colored topographic
map. The third was the Experimental Night Photomap No. IC, a black
background, colored, photo-based product developed to specificationswritten by ARI and the Aviation Center. All maps were developed and
supplied by the Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center.

Dark red goggles (Fluoroscopy-Adaptation Goggles, NSN 6532-00-603-
0900) were used to help establish and maintain a state of visual dark
adaptation in the project pilots and subject/navigators prior to each
TNT mission.

Independent Variables. Each subject was tested on four trials

using light level, routes, order of experiencing light level, and map
types as independent variables. It was intended that each subject/navi-
gator would navigate each of four TNT routes illuminated by four hemi-
spheric light-level ranges. These ranges were: (a) Dark, 3 x 10-4 ftc
and darker;. (b) Low, 3 x 10-4 to 3 x 10-3 ftc; (c) Medium, 3 x 10-3
to 1.1 x 10-2 ftc; (d) High, 1.1 x 10-2 ftc and lighter. The light
levels were predicted using a procedure described by Holman (1976) and
flights were scheduled accordingly.

Four TNT routes were used to control familiarity and to allow the
light-levels to be assigned equally to each route.

12
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Ten of the subject/navigators were tested beginning with high
light-levels and progressing to lower light-levels. Eleven subject/
navigators began tasting at low light-levels and progressed to higher
light-levels.

To test raeL threi map types, the 21 subjects were divided into
three groups if sev,.a subjects. Subjects in each group used only tLa
type map desi•nAv.d for that group.

In addition to the variables discussed above three other factors
were evaluated, altho• ,h no attempt was made to control them. These
factors were visibj .ty, dark adaptation, and the pilot.

The most important aspect of weather that affects navigation was
felt to be the visibility. Therefore, a 5-point scale of visibility
conditions was constructed, 'ith a range from clear to haze and fog.
Project pilots and subjects rated these conditions for each flight with
1I meaning clear and 5 meaning visibility was restricted such that no
flight was attempted.

It was planned that dark adaptation be maximized by having the
pilots and subjects wear red goggles prior to each flight. Pilots were
also asked to record inadvertant exposure to bright lights or other
interruptions to dark adaptation. These data were coded as a binary
factor for analysis.

SNo attempt was made to systematically control the assignment of
siubjects and the two project pilots. However, the project pilot was
coded and recorded for each flight.

Dependent Variables. Primary measures of terrain flight navigation
performance were the frequency and magnitude of flight excursions away
from a pre-selected route. At the end of each TNT flight, the project
pilot uarked on the subject/navigator's map the actual course ravigated
and the map was retained for analysis. In addition, course deviations
were recorded on a debriefing form. From these records, the number of
errors per kilometer and mean error magnitude were calculated.

Another measure of navigation performance was the speed a navigator
was capable of maintaining. Elapsed time of each TNT flight was record-

i by the project pilot on the debriefing form. Since the TNT test
Loutes wer( of known distances, average speed was easily Calculated.

A composite score called TENAV (for terrain navigation) is a meas-
ure of terrain navigatton performance, derived from MITAC evaluation. It
is composed of the number and magnitude of course deviations, speed on
route, averaged over the length of the route according to the following
equation:
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TENAV E E1 . 3 + 1001-3 (1)

D x ;.8

E - A course deviation in matern.

D - Length of the route In kilometers.

S - Average speed on route in minutes.

The basic equation and the exponents in the equation were determined in
a magnitude estimation experiment reported by Holman (1977b).

Daring each TNT test flight the subject/navigators were required to
identify predetermined terrain features as checkpoints. The project

rilots recorded any checkpoint identification errors on the da.briefing
forms.

After each TNT test flight, the project pilot and the subjecot/
navigators filled out de-brieflng questionnaires (Appendix A). The
questionnaires elicited subjective estimates of the brightness of the
night, the difficulty of seeing various types of terrain feature's,
weather conditions, dark adaptation, comfort-fear, pre-flight prepara-
tion, and map adequacy. In addition, the project pilot would record
elapsed time on route, all course deviation errors and checkpoint identi-
fication errors.

Procedure. The subject/navigators were recruited and run in the
study in groups of four. Before the TNT test flights, each group was
briefed on the purpose of the study and the general procedures to be

used. Each was given brief instructions on dark adaptation and tho
maintenance of night vision, techniques of viseal scanning at night.
techniques of terrain analysis, lessons learned from the first experi-
ment, and map preparation and interpretation for night navigation. The
subjects were then issued the appropriate maps and given the four TNT
routes used in the test so that each map ciuld be marked and studied
prior to the test flights. Before each night's flight, the TNT mission
was briefed, general procedures reviewed, and cockpit and coumunication
procedures unique to the test reviewed.

Each test flight began with the .project pilots flying thd TNT
helicopter and the cover helicopter from Fort Rucker to Troy Municipal
Airport where the aircraft were refueled avd the aviators waited for the
predetermined time to perform each TNT flight. During this time, red
gaggles were usually worn to enhance dark adaptatidn.

At the appropriate time, both helicopters would be flown to the
area in which the four TNT routes were located and the cover helicopter
would land in a convenient landing zone. The hemispheric light level
data were taken in the landing zone and the flight continued.

1'
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The project pilot in the TNT aircraft flew the subject/navigator to
the starting point of the TNT route, insured that the subject/navigator
was oriented and begnn the test run by overflying the starting point in
the direction of the route at 150 feet AGL. The subject/navigator began
navigating at this point and,the project pilot flew tbe aircraft accord-
ing to the navigator' directions. The subject/navigator was asked to
direct the aircraft oter the preselected route as accurately as possible
and at as high a speed as was consistent with accuracy and safety.
During the TNT test flight, the subject/navigator identified the re-
quired checkpoints along the route. If the gubject/navigator directed

the flight off course by 1,000m, the project pilot returned to the
course, oriented the subject/navigator and continued the flight. The TNT
flight ended when the helicopter flew over the end of the route.

Both aircraft then returned to Troy Municipal Airport for fuel,
picked up the second subject and continued the test. In this manner,
each subject navigated each of the four TNT routes, one route per night,
under varying conditions of moon illunination.

After each flight, the project pilot marked on the subject's map
the actual route flown. Then both the pilot and the navigator filled
cut the di.-briefing questionnaire.

Results and Conments

T le data were transcribed from the subject/navigators' maps, de-
brief- .a forms and the pilots' de-briefing forms and coded for analysis
by computer. Each dependent variable was subjected to a multiple step-
wle linear regression against all of the measured independent and un-
controlled variables (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, & Bent, 1975;
Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973). All independeut variables that accounted j
for 1% or more of the variance as indicated by the square of the change
in the multiple correlation (AR2 ) at each step were included. Those
variables whose F to enter had a probability, p, greater than 0.1 were
not considered statistically significant.

Results of the multiple regressions on the variables of interest
are presented in tables. Variables are entered in the tables in order
according to the proportion of variance for which they account. The
column AR2 in each table shows the proportion of variance for each
variable and the column cumulative R2, accumulates the variance account-
ed for as the variables were added.

The frequency of error Is one of the primary measures of navigation
performance. In this test all deviations of the aircraft of 100 meters
or more from the selected course were considered errors. Table 1 is a
suimary of the regression analysis predicting errors per kilometer as a
function of the variables listed. The listed variables accounted for
48% of the variance in the data. The analysis showed that the map types
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used in this test account for more of the variance (20%) than any other
variable. Map 3, the Experimental Night Photomap accounted fro 17% of
this variance and its negative simple correlation means that Map 3 was
associated with a reduction in the frequency of errov.

Table 1

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
NUMBER OF ERRORS PER KILOMETER

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative
Step Erntered Enter p< R .R2  R2  r

I Map 3 16.8 .0001 .41 .17 .17 -. 41

2 Pilot 12.S .001 .52 .11 .28 -. 38

3 Route 1 11.6 .001 .61 .09 .37 .31

4 Visibility 4.3 .041 .64 .03 .40 .25

5 Map 2 4.3 .042 .66 .03 .43 .04

6 Trial 4 3.2 .079 .67 .03 .46 -'.10

7 Route 4 1.6 .206 .68 .01 .47 -. 21

8 Other Var. .69 .01 .48

The next largest amount of variance is attributed to the project
pilots who flew the subject/navigators during the tests. The two pilots
were asked to behave toward the task and subjects as nearly identical to
each other as possible. However, there were, apparently, differences in
their behavior since pilots were a source of 11% of the variance. These
data point out the importance of the pilot in contributing to navigator
accuracy.
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Two TNT routes used for the test also ac'count for a portion (10%)

of the variance. Route 1 was the most difficult, accounting for 9% of
the variance.

Visibility accounted for 3% of the variance in frequency of error.
Visibility is a much more important variable than is indicated by this
analysis of error frequency and more will be said about this later.

The next most significant variable was Trial 4, the last triaL. It
accounted for 3% of the variance and the negative r means that error
frequency was lower on the subjects' last trial.

Finally, we were interested to note that the two variables thought
most relevant to night flying, viz, light level and dark adaptation,
were not related to frequency of error.

Figure 4 displays graphically the changes in frequency of error
associated with the three map types and with four levels of decreasing
visibility. Given the best of weather conditions, those with a rating
of 1, and the superior map (Map 3), the regression equation would pre-
dict only one error of more than 100m over a 15 km TNT route. At the
other extreme, given poor visibility (rated as 4) and the inferior map
(Map 1), the predicted number of errors would be four.

I ~.30-

.25

ERRORS
PER 1CM .15

' 05.10

S~.05
1 1.3..3

Figure 4. Navigation Errors Per Kilometer as a function of
Map Type and Visibility during TNT flight.
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Table 2 is a summary of the analysis predicting mean error magni-
tude as a function of the variables listed. We were able to account for
24% of the variance.

Each course deviation of 100m or more was recorded in terms of the
distance in meters the aircraft traveled from the selected route. This
measure was not allowed to vary freely because of safety considerations.
For a test run, the project pilot was instructed to stop the subject/
navigator when the subject guided the aircraft 1000m off course, return
to course, orient the subject and resume the test. As was the case with
error frequency, the map style accounted for more of the variance (6%)
than did any other variable. Again, the negative simple correlation (r)
indicates that Map 3 can be associated with a reduction in error magni-
tude. Subjects increased error magnitude on Trial 4, unlike the decrease
in error frequency we observed on Trial 4. Perhaps this was due to the
increased speeds used as the subjects developed experience. Route 1 was
associated with smaller errors as indicated by the negative r, aknd
accounted for 4% of the variance. Another 9% of the variance was attrib-
uted to several other variables listed but none was statistically signif-
icant. (a < .10).

Table 2

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
MEAN ERROR MAGNITUDE

Variable F to Multiple Cumulat-ive
Step Entered Enter p< R AR2  R2 r

1 Map 3 5.2 .026 .24 .06 .06 -. 24

2 Trial 4 4.6 .034 .33 r05 .11 .22

3 Route 1 3.4 .067 .38 .04 .15 .19

4 Light Lvl 2.1 .152 .41 .02 .17 .14

5 Trial 2 1.4 .246 .43 .01 .18 -. 17

6 Order 1.3 .264. .44 .02 .20 -. 13

7 Dark Adpt 2.0 .158 .47 .02 .22 -. 17

8 Route 3 1.1 .291 .48 .01 .23 .12

9 Other Var. .49 .01 .24
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spedowthe whimah th auasure of low level navigation performance is the
spee wih wichthenavigator guides the helicopter over a route.

Table 3 s asutary of the analysis predicting speed as a function of
the variables listed in the table. We were able to account f or 44% of
the variance in the analysis of speed.

Table 3

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMOARY TABLE

SPEED

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative
Step Entered Enter p<~ R A2R 2  r

I Order 12.6 .001 .3f6 .13 .13 .36

*2 Dark Adpt 10.3 .002 .48 .10 .23 .18

3 Light Lvi 10.0 .002 .56 ..09 .32 .36

4 Trial 1 5.7 .019 .60 .04 .36 -.21

K5 mapi1 3.3 .072 .62 .03 .39 -.24

6 Visibility 3.7 .059 .64 .03 .42 -.311

I7 Trial 4 1.1 .288 .65 .01 .43 .13

18 Other Var. .66 .01 .44

I The variable in the regressio-. analysis that accounted for the most
1 variance (13%) in the speed data was the order in which the subject/

navigators were exposed to different light levels. Subjects who started
I with low light-level conditions and finished under high light levels

were able to attain higher average speeds on the routes than those who
I began in high light levels. We believe the reason for this is an inter-
I action which occurs with learning and light level. Those who began in
~1 high light levels flew slower as they gained experience. Experience

should allow them to increase speed but this was offset by the necessity
of slowing down in the lower light levels which they experienced in
their later trials.
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The second most important variable was the subject/navigators dark
adaptation. This accounted for 10% of the variance. The better dark
adapted subjects navigated faster.

The third important variable was ' ambient light level. Light
level was responsible for 9% of the vai ince and increased light levels
are aisociated with higher speeds.

The fourth most important variable was practice. The trial vari-
&~le accounted for 5% of the variance. The negative correlation asso-
ciated with Trial 1 indicates that speeds were lower during Trial 1 and
increased with experience.

The fifth important variable was map styXa. Map I accoiMLted for 3Y'
of the variance and the negative correlation indicates that slower
speeds are associated with this black and white prototype.

The last significant variable was visibility, accounting for 3% of
the variance. The clearest conditions resulted in the highest speeds.

Figure 5 illustrates the relation between dark adaptation, light
level and speed. The figure illustrates that dark adaptation is respon-
sible for a difference in speed of approximately 12 km/hr. A chang.:
from a low light level to a high light level (the difference between no
moon and full moon) is also responsible for approximately 12 km/hr.
This means that an aviator can navigate on moonless nights if well dark
adapted as quickly as on brightly moonlit, nights if poorly adapted.

I
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Figure 5. Speed of navigation as a function of Dark
Adaptation and Hemispheric Illumination
during TNT flight.
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I.
A multiple regression of the c-omposite score, TENAV, on the vari-

ables of interest was conducted. Due to the skewed nature of the dis-
tribution of TENAV scores, the regression analysis was performed on the
log transform of these data. A sumary of the analysis is presented in
Table 4;. Since TERAV scores are composite scores based on errors andspeeds averaged over the length of any particular route, the smaller the
TEIAV score, the better the navigation performance. In daylight NOE
flights, a TENAV score of 1.0 or lower is considered superior. Scores of
2,0 to 4.0 are good and scores from 5.0 to 10.0 are considered acceptable
(Holman, 1978b). In the night environment similar standards have not
been estimated but in the current data it appears that these same stan-
dards are appropriate.

Table 4

HUlITIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
LOG TENAV

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative
Step Entered Enter p< 'R a re r2

.i .I Map 16.5 .0001 .41 .17 .17

2 Visibility 12.7 .001 .53 .11 .28 .37

3 Pilot 7.0 ." .58 .06 .34 .29

4 Map 1 3.4 .067 .60 .03 .37 .28

5 Dark Adpt 2.9 .091 .62 .02 .39 .30

6 Trial 1 2.8 .099 .64 .02 .41 .08

7 Order 1.8 .182 .65 .01 .42 .2P

8 Other Var. .66 .01 .43
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In using TENAV as a measure of performance there were some minor
rearrangements in the order of importance of the predictor variables.
However, muap style was still the prominent variable, accounting for 20%
of the variance, with Map 3 again demonstrating its uttlity as the
better map. The negative correlation indicated for Map 3 is interpreted
to mean Map 3 users had lower TENAV scores and better performance.
Contributions of the remaining significant variables can be noted as
they were entered on the list by the computer program.

The next most significant variable was the visibility condition
whic:. :zcounted for 11% of the variance. The third variable was the
pilot, which accounted for 6% of the variance. As with error raze, this
analysis points out the importance of the navigator-pilot team, even
when the pilot is trying to fly in a standardized manner and not ac-ive-
ly aid the navigator. The last significant variable was dark adaptation
which accounted for 2% of the variance. It should be noted that light
level was not a significant variable in this analysis, which is somewhat
contrary to the conventional wisdom. In all, these predictor variables
accounted for 48% of the variance.

Figures 6a and b illustrates the relations between the three major
variables in this analysis and TENAV scores. Figure 6a depicts the
influence of map style and visibility on performance and Figure 6b
depicts the effects of dark adaptation and visibility on performance.

2.0-

1.5•

LOG 1.0
TENAV

.5

9.90

II
o 3

Figure 6a. L3g TENAV scores as a function of Map Type

and Visibility during TNT flight.
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Figure 6a assumes good dark adaptation and Figure 6b assumes the use of
Map 2 as an arbitrary middle value. It is obvious from these figures
that TNT flight should be conducted with the best maps available, with
great care taken to insure good dark adaptation, and under the clearest
visibility conditions possible.

OG .0
.5.

I

lj~ii

Fiue. o TNV cre

Figre.b. og ENA scresas a fv.nction of Dark Adaptation
U 6b.and Visibility during TNT flight.

Table 5 shows the results of the regression analysis of field
I identification as a function of the variables of interest. The overall

probability of identifying a field as a specific checkpoin- was .75,
based on a ratio of opportunities to identify fields with iield identi-
fications. Table 5 shows that 9% of the variance in the data was
accounted for by the order the subject/navigators were exposed to the
different light levels. The order that ro-sulted in higher probrbilities
of detection was the case in which the subjects began Flight 1 in dark
conditions and subsequent flights were in.trogressively higher light
levels. Routes was a significant variable due to different numbers of
fields along each route. Maps accounced for 4% of the variance with Map
2 identified as a good map for field identification.
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[ Table 5

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
IDENTIFYING FIELDS AS CHECKPOINTS

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative

Step Entered Enter R A2R 2  r

1 Order 8.1 .006 .30 .09 .09 .30

2- Route 3 3.7 .057 .36 .04 .13 .20

C Map 2 3.8 .055 .41 .04 .17 .21

4 Trial 1 1.0 .307 .42 .01 .18 .09

5 Light Lvi .6 .425 .43 .01 .19 -.14

6 Other. Var. .45 .02 .21

7 Subjects 1.2 .300 .60 .15 .306

'Table 6 shows the analysis of correctly identifyilng hills as check-
points as a function of the variables entered.. The overall probability
pilot accounted for 8% of the variance in the hill checkpoint data.

Routes were another significant variable due to different numbers of

hills on each route. Maps were the next significant variable accounting
for 4% of the variance. Map 3, the Night Photo Map, was best. Visibil-
ity was another significant variable along with experience as indicated
by trials.

Table 7 shows the analysis of ridge identification as a function of
the variables entered. The overall probability of identifying a ridge
as a checkpoint was .82. Routes again accounted for a significant por-
tion (14%) of the variance due to different numbers of ridges on each
route. As was t~he case with hills, the Pilot and Map variables were
also significant.

Table 8 shows the analysis of pond identification as a function of
the variables entered. The overall probabrility of identifying a pond as
a checkpoint was .81. As with the other checkpoints, the specific

routes accounted for a large portion (30%) of the variance. Ponds wasV
the only checkpoint variable affected by light level, which accounted
for 2% of the variance.
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S ~Table 6

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
IDENTIFYING HILLS AS CHECKPOINTS

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative
Step Entered Enter PC R2  r

1 Pilot 7.2 .009 .28 .08 .()8 .28

2 Route 2 4.9 .029 .36 .05 .13 .21

3 Map 3 3.1 .083 .41 .04 .17 .21

4 Visibility !3.4 .067 .45 .03 .20 .16

5 Trial 1 3.8 .056 .49 ..04 .24 .19

6. Trial-4 :2.2 .138 .51 .02 .26 .11

7 Light LvI 2.1 .152 .53 .02 .28 -.10

8 Other Var. .55 .02 .30

Table 7

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMARY TABLE
IDENTIFYING RIDGES AS CHECKPOINTS

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative

Step Entered Enter p< "R AR2  R2 r

t 1 Route 4 7.4 .008 .29 .08 .. -. 29

2 Route 2 5.6 .020 .38 .06 .14 -. 13

3 Pilot 4.6 .034 .43 .05 .19 .25

4 Map 3 3.1 .081 .47 .G3 .22 .20

5 Visibility 1.2 .280 .48 .01 .23 -. 09

6 Other Var. .49 .01 .24
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Table 8

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
IDENTIFYING PONDS AS CHECKPOINTS

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative
tep Entered Enter PC R

I Route 3 25.9 .0001 .49 .24 .24 .49

2 Route 4 7.1 .009 .55 .06 .30 .07

3 Light.Lvl 2.9 .092 157 .02 .32 -.15
4 Map 2 1.7 .190 .58 .02 .34.1

5 Other Var. .60 .02 .36

Table 9 shows the analysis of Pilots' estimates of light level asafunction of the variables of interest. Table 9 shows that 782 of the
variance in the Pilots' estimates of night light levels was accountedfor by Lhe actual light levels as measured by photometer. It must beIemphasized that these estimates were pot made solely on the basis ofperceived brightness. The pilots also knew thfe percent moon visible and
could estimate the moon's height above the horizon Rnd could use thisknowledge to help infer light levels.

Table 10 presents a summary of the analysis of pilots' estimates ofcomfort/fear as a function of the variables. Table 10 shows that 24%of the variance in these daita is accounted for by the map variable.
This seemed peculiar but the pilots explained this by saying that they

wer mae ucomortblebythe subject/navigator's poorer performance,which seemed to be related to using Maps 1 and 2. Light level was the
clear that the pilots were more comfortable in higher light levels where
they could see obstacles better and they felt the navigators were per-forming better. The same can be said for dark adaptation which account-ed for 4% of the variance. Order of flights also accounted for 4Z ofthe variance with the light-to-dark-order associated with higher levels
of discomfort.
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Table 9

'MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMIARY TABLE
PILOTS' SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATE OF LIGHT LEV

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative
Step Entered Enter <."c A1 r

1 Light Lvi 285.2 .0001 .88 .78 .78 .8

2 Niap 1 8.2 .005 .89 .02 .80 .03

3 Pilot 4.8 .032 .90 .01 .81 -. 20

4 Other Var. .91 .03 .84

Table 10

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SU•MARY TABLE
PILOTS' ESTIMATE OF COMFORT/FEAR

Variable F to Multiple Cuml tive

Step Entered Enter p< "R ae r

1 Map 2 21.0 .0001 .45 .20 .20 .45

2 Light Lvi 14.3 .0001 .57 .12 .32 -. 34

3 Order 5.5 .022 .60 .04 .36 .28

4 Dark Adpt 5.3 .024 .64 .04 .40 ;.26

5 Map 3 4.6 .036 .66 .04 ..44 -. 20

6 Trial 4 3.7 -057 .68 .02 .46. .15

7 Trial 3 1.1 .301 .69 .01 .47 .01

8 Other Var. .70 .02 .49

'I
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Tabl' 11 Is a eummry of the analyhis of gubjecl.,/navigator estimatc
of light level as a function of the variables. Table 11 shown that 77%
of the variance in the subject/navigators' estimate of night light
levels was accounted for by the actual light levels as measur-ed by
photometer. As in the case of the pilots' estimates, the subjects had
other sources of information available tncluding the project pilots.

Visibility accounted for 22 of the variance. This percentage was
lower than expected based on conversations with the project pilots and
navigators. Anecdotally, it seemed that they would claim one night was
much darker than another when the photrmeter readings were the same and
that this claim was actually due to reduced visibility in haze or light
fog.

Table ii

MULTIPLE REGRESSION StWUoARY TABLE
NAVIGATORS' SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATE OF LIGHT LEVEL

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative
&2rStep Encered Enter PC R R2

I Light Lvi 278.0 .0001 .88 .77 .77 .88

2 VIsibility 7.6 .007 .89 .02 .79 -. 28

3. Map 1 3.3 .072 .89 .01 .80 .02

4 Other Var. .90 .02 .82

Table 12 summarizes the analysis of navigators' estimates of com-
fort/fear as a function of the variables entered. Table 12 shows that
14% of the variance in these data was accounted for by the sap variable.
Experience, as reflected in trial number, accounted for another 7% with
less experience associated with higher levels of fear. Dark adaptation
accounted for 62 of the variance with good adaptation associated with
less fear. Order accounted for another 5Z with dark to light order
associated with higher levels of fear. Routes accounted for 42 indi-
cating that two of the routes were more fear provoking than the other
two.
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Table 12

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
NAVIGATORS' ESTIMATE OF COMFORT/FEAR

Variable F to 'dultiple Cumulative
Step Entered Enter pR AR R2  r

1 Map 2 12.9 .001 .37 .14 .14 .37

2 Trial I 5.! .017 .44 .05 .19 24

3 Dark Adpt 6.1 .016 .50 .06 .25 .34

4 Order 5.3 .024 .55 .05 .30 .13

5 Route 3 3.8 .054 .57 .03 .33 .11

Trial 2 1.6 .204 ..59 .02 .35 .01

7 Route 2 1.4 .238 .60 .Oi. .36 .08
8 Light Lvl 1.2 .266 .61 .01 .37 -. 16

9 .61 .00 .37

- Table 13 si-narizes i.avi1gators' estimates of map interpretability
as a function of the variables entered. Table 13 shows that 7% of the
variance in the subject/navigators' estimate of the ease of interpreting
the map inflight was accounted for by the map styles. The daylight Air
Movement Data l'rt..otype was judged easiest to interpret. This result is

especially interesting in view of the performance data which indicates
that the Experimental Night Photomap was superior to the others. This
disagreement between the performance data and the ease of interpreting
opinion data should serve as a warning against accepting opinion and
preferences in evaluating a map format, or other device, and as a re-
minder that performance data are required. The only other significant
variable was Trial 1, which accounted for 3% of the variance. On the
first trial the subject/navigators reported chat the maps were harder to
interpret than on subsequent trials.

Table 14 is a sumn..iry of the analysis of navigators' estimates of
ease of seeing fields and streams as a function of the variables entered.
Table 14 shows that 412 of the variance in these data is accounted for
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Table 13

14ULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
NAVIGATORS' ESTIMATE OF EASE OF INTERPRETING THE MAP

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative
Step Entered Enter pC 'R AR2  R2  r

1 Hap 2 5.3 .023 .25 .06 .06 .25

2 Triel 1 2.8 .099 .30 .03 .09 -. 18

3 Light Lvi 2.0 .162 .34 .02 .11. .16

".4 Rouze 4 1.3 .260 .36 .02 .13 -. 12

5 Visibility 1.4 .237 .38 .01 .14 -. 03

6 Map 3 .9 .342 .39 .01 .15 -. 03

7 Order 1.3 .257 .41 .02 .17 .02

8 Other Var. .43 .01 .18

Table 14

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
NAVIGATORS' ESTIMATE OF EASE O SEEING FIELDS AND STREAMS

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative '

Step Entered Enter PC R AR 2  r

1 Light Lvi 56.7 .0001 .64 .41 .41 .64

2 Trial 1 8.6 .004 .68 .05 .46 -. 27

3 Visibility 3.1 .082 .70 .02 .48 -. 21

4 Dark Adpt 2.1 .152 .71 .02 .50 -. 09

5 Other Var. .72 .01 .51

6 Subject- 2.1 .025 .84 .19 .70
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by Light Level. The brighter the night was, the easier it was reported
to see fields or streams. Experience (Trial. 1) accounted for 5% and
visibility for 7%. The correlation between the reported ease of seeing
fields and the probability of correctly identifying checkpoints that
were fields was r (83) = .20, p2 < 0.1. Even though fields and streams
were reported more difficult to see at the low light levelsi checkpoint
identification and accuracy of navigation did not su~ffer very much but
the navigator/subjects traversed the routes slower. The only other
significant variable was Subjects, which accounted for 19% of the var-
iance.' The tables are set up by the analy~is qith the most significant
variables entered first and others in order of significance. Since the
SPSS does not treat a within Subjects design, Subjects was treated as an
additional variable and the program was instructed to consider Subjects
after the other variables.

Table 15 summarizes the analysis of the navigators' estimates of
Fthe ease with which they could see fields and streams as a function of

the variables entered. The variables light level, the first trial, and
estimated visibility, were significant predictors of navigators, esti-
mates.' As noted, light level had a s~gnificant effect oa estimates of
ease of seeing these objects, acc3unting for 41% of the variance. The
navigators obviously believed that light level affected their ability to
see checkpoints such as bills and ridges, but performance measures
indicated that the only factor affected by light level was the speed at
which a course was traversed. (See Table 3).

F Table 16 summarizes the analysis of the navigators' estimates of
ease of seeing roads and bridges as a function of the variables entered.
Again, light level is important as a predictor of navigator estimates,
but, as was the case with the comments about Table 15, light level is
judged to be important yet performance is susuained, except in the caseI
of speed. And, Sub'ects prov'ed to be a significant source of variance

General Discussion

Our fundamental task was to obtain data on which to build a program

of instruation for tactical night terrain flight navigation using uaiaided
visin. Tereis much information extant on this subject in the form of

conventional wisdom, but there was little documentation. Consequently,
* we elpected to use a building block approach with a series of experiments,

and to set liberal criteria when testing for significance, so as not to
preclude any variable relevant to the task of night navigation.

The first experiment was a probe in which the test pilots literally
tested their abilities to cope with such requirements as flying and
navigating at very low altitudes at night. It was in this fashion that
the actual techniques for data collection were developed.
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I Table 15

MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
NAVIGATORS' ESTIMATE OF EASE OF SEEING HILLS AND RIDGES

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative. ,

Step Entered Enter p< R AR2  R2" r

1 Light Lvi 56.2 .0001 .64 .41 .41

2 Route 1 8.3 .005 .68 .05 .46 -.. 26

3 Trial 1 3.4 .068 .70 .02 .48 -. 19

4 Map 3 2.2 .142 .71 .02 .50 -. 05

5 Route 3 2.1 .151 .72 .01 .51 .. 19

6 Visibility' 1.6 .206 .72 .01. .52 -. 19

7 Other Var. .73 .01 .53

Table 16 f
MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY 'ALE

NAVIGATORS' ESTIMATE OF EASE OF SEEING ROADS AND BRIDGES

Variable F to Multiple Cumulative A

Step Entered Enter p< R AR2  R2  r

1 Light Lvl 37.2 .0001 .56 .31 .31 .56

.2 Trial 1 3.9 .053 .59 .03 .34 -. 20

3 Pilot 3.8 .055 .61 .03 .37 , -. 24

4 Order 2.8 .098 .63 .02 .39 -. 26

5 Poute 4 1.7 .190 464 .02 .41 -. 10

6 Map 3.1.2 .267 ,5 .01 .42 .19

7 Cther Var. .66 .01 .43

8 Subjects 2.4 .005 .83 .26 .69
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In general, the first experiment verified conalusions from day
navigation research. Natural terrain features, and particularly those
with vertical development, were more desirable as checkpoints. Further-'1 more, adequate planning of the flight and flying the plan proved to bc a
"tried and true" axiom.

Thus, the type checkpoints suitable for navigation in a passive
task were tested in the next experiment at what was considered a suit-
able flight altitude which could yield adequate training with safety.f The results of the second experiment corroborated what we learned
from the first experiment; what was known about terrain flight naviga-
tion from experience; what is conmmon knowledge about the function of the
human eye, ergo human performance, in low illumination environments; and
provided information concerning the effects on performance of map type,
level of illumination, order of training, visibility effects, and ex-
perience.

The most important determiner of navigation performance, considered
from the standpoint of error magnitude, error frequency, or TENAV was
the type of map used. While the Experimental Night Photomap No. 1C was
associated with better ravigation performance, the likelihood that it
will be printed and issued is low. It is more likely that a map similar

L to the Air Movement Data (AND) Experimental Prototype No. lB will be
printed and issited. Our data indicated that, though the lB was less
satisfactory than the 1C, it would be a satisfactory map for use at
night. This map was al~o judged to be the easiest to read under night
flight conditions. There are indications also that, as all maps are
revised for use, some air movement data will be included and red light
inks will be used to preclude bleaching of color when red lights are
used at night.

F' ~We used light level in two ways in this experiment; controlliag -

for light level and for order of experiencing light level. The conven-

factor to be considered in night operations. But, we found that speed

oftraversing a route was the only measure affected by light level.
Frequency or magnitude of error were not significantly affected by light

lee.We interpret this in a rather simplistic fashion; namely, that
asillumination is reduced navigators will request that the pilots fly

slwrso that checkpoints can be seen, since at these light levels
checkpoint identification requires peripheral (rod) vision which takes
more time.

There appears to be an interactive effect between light level, the
order the subjects experienced the light level (low-to-high versus high-
to-low), and learning. When the subjects were exposed to different
light levels speed was affected. Those who were exposed to low light
levels first were able to fly faster under high light levels. But those
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who flew in high light levels first flew slower in these con~ditions and
in the low light level condition. We believe this points to experience
as a factor to be considered. Defining experience as number of trials,
we found error frequency and magnitude, speed, TENAV, and some check-
point identifications were affected. As the subjects gained experience
through practice, errors were reduced, speed was increased, checkpoints
were identified and self-reported confidence was increased as well as
was the reported ease of seeing and reading the maps and seeing the
terrain features. Thus, pilots who gained experience in low light
levels were able to use both the experience gained and the higher light
levels to increase speed. But those who gained experience in high light
levels first, found that this experience was counteracted, as it were,
by the requirement to reduce speed in lower light levels in order to
hold errors to a minimum.

The project pilots who flew the missions for the navigators were a
source of variation in the data in spite of attempts to standardize and
control their behavior. In some cases they significantly affected error
frequency, TENAV, and checkpoint identification. We do not know if
differences in their behavior led to improved navigator performance but
it can be concluded, with some degree of assurance, that the ability to
function as a pilot-navigator team is important and there are pl-obably
benefits to be gained from conducting crew/team training in navigation.

As stated previously, it was assumed that light level was the imk-
portant factor in night navigation performance. However, Experiment 11
showed that restriction to visibility was a greater determiner of per-
formance than light level. It significantly affected error frequency,
speed, and TENAV. It also affected checkpoint identification ability
and subjects' estimates of light level--reduced visibility conditions
were perceived as darker. Furthermore, this condition is one which
cannot be trained for, nor can the eye adapt in any way to improve its
performance (outside of some evolutionary process perhaps) as it can in
the case of dark adaptation. In comparing restrictions to visibility
with light level it should be sufficient to say that no mission was
terminated because of darkness but two missions were aborted due to
restrictions to visibility. It should be noted that such restrictions
to visibility are not limited to clouds or fog, but include haze, smog,
smaze, or any similar condition involving moisture-laden air and con-
densation nuclei.

We attempted to control for dark adaptation in a "passive"~ way;
encouraging each subject to wear red goggles while waiting for the
flight periods. We had subjects estimate their use of red goggles. Thej
results of comparisons of estimates with performance were striking,
Better dark adaptation was associated with better performance as mea-
sured by speed and TENAV. Those subjects and pilots who reported low
levels of dark adaptation also reported higher levels of subjective
discomfort or reduced confidence on the routes. 3
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Conclusions

1. Tactical terrain flight navigation with unaided vision can be per-
formed at all light levels likel.y to be experienced.

2. Tactical night terrain flight --avigation can be trained; performance
improves with practice.

3. 150 feet above ground level is a good altitude to train navigation
because it provides adequate training with a safety margin.

4. Natural terrain features, especially those with vertical develop-
ment, make better checkpoint cues.

5. It is imperative to maximize dark adaptation to attain the best
possible navigation performance.

6. Restrictions to visibility in the operating area must be considered;
restrictions significantly reduce navigation peitformance.

7. A standard 1:50,000 tactical map is acceptable if it is printed with
red light-readable inks and includes air movement data.

8. Preflight planning and map study and preparation are essential;I "Plan. the flight - fly the plan."

9. Training for navigation as a crew or team can improve performance.

10. A standardized intra-cockpit phraseology would enhance crew per-
formance.

11. A radar altimeter is deemed essential to tactical night terrain
f light navigation training.
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